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B U R E A U  O F  I N D I A N  E D U C A T I O N  
P O L I C Y  M E M O R A N D U M  

 

Overtime and Compensatory Time Policies and Procedures 

for the Bureau of Indian Education 

 

Effective date: February 1, 2015 

Expiration date: When superseded or rescinded in writing 

 

REFERENCES: 5 USC 5541 ET SEQ, 5 CFR PART 550, 5 CFR PART 551, 5 CFR 
PART 610, 29 USC 203(E)(2), DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR HOURS OF 

WORK HANDBOOK, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR PERSONNEL 
MANAGEMENT LETTER NO. 88-5 (550), 28 IAM – H, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

AGREEMENT, & 62 BIAM 11 

Background: Overtime and compensatory time use and accrual policies and 
procedures for Bureau of Indian Education employees. 

This document provides guidance on Federal and Department of the Interior (DOI) regulations 
for the reporting, use, approval and compensation of overtime and/or compensatory time worked 
by employees within the Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) and supersedes the policy 
memorandum dated August 27, 2009. Compensation will be made either by monetary payment 
or equivalent time off (compensatory time), depending on the employee’s classification as 
exempt or non-exempt under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA or the Act). 

 

SUMMARY OF OVERTIME PAY PROVISIONS 

Overtime compensation is authorized and paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5542 for an exempt employee 
and under the FLSA for a non-exempt employee.  Under either authority, payment may be made 
to any full-time or part-time employee for the performance of overtime work.  Overtime hours 
are all hours in excess of 8 hours in a day or in excess of 40 hours in an administrative workweek 
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during which work is performed by an employee unless such employee is working an approved 
alternate work schedule which permits more than 8 hours work during a workday. For employees 
on an approved alternate work schedule, overtime pay is paid for hours worked which exceed 
those specified by the alternate work schedule.  The administrative workweek begins on Sunday 
and ends the following Saturday. 

An employee who is non-exempt is covered by the FLSA in accordance with 5 CFR § 551.  A 
non-exempt employee is entitled to overtime pay for hours worked in excess of 8 hours in a day 
or 40 hours in a week which management approves OR suffers or permits work to be 
performed.1   

An employee who is exempt is not covered by the FLSA in accordance with 5 CFR § 551.  

The FLSA designation is found in block 35 “FLSA Category” of the official SF-50 Notification 
of Personnel Action.  If the letter is “N” (non-exempt), the employee is covered by the Act if the 
letter is “E” the employee is exempt from the provisions of the FLSA. 

OVERTIME PAY/COMPENSATORY TIME 

 Prior to working overtime, an employee must: 

1. Request in writing to work overtime; and 

2. Have the request approved in writing by his/her supervisor  

Or the supervisor may assign work to an employee to be performed in excess of 8 hours 
in a day or 40 hours in a week.   The supervisor shall authorize the performance of 
overtime work in writing using the form contained in Appendix A.  This is true whether 
or not an employee has requested overtime pay or compensatory time for the work 
performed.    

All such work shall be recorded on time and attendance reports using Quick time 
instructions and procedures. 

                                                             

1 “Suffered or Permitted Work” means any work performed by a non-exempt employee for the benefit of an agency 
outside of his/her tour of duty, whether requested or not, when the employee’s supervisor knows, or has reason to 
believe that the work is being performed and has an opportunity to prevent the work from being performed.  When 
the supervisor is aware that an employee is performing work outside of his/her scheduled tour of duty and does 
nothing to prevent it from occurring, he/she has suffered or permitted the employee to work.  As a result, the 
employee is entitled to overtime compensation since suffered or permitted work constitutes hours of work under the 
FLSA. 
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COMPENSATION OF OVERTIME PAY 

 RATE OF PAY 

 

 EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 

Basic pay rate does not exceed GS-10, Step 1 

  Overtime rate is 1½ times the basic pay rate 

 Basic pay rate exceeds GS-10, Step 1 

  Overtime rate is equal to the greater of:   

1½ times the applicable minimum hourly rate of basic pay for GS-10, Step 1 

     OR  

the employee’s hourly rate of basic pay. 

NON-EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 

1½ times the employee’s hourly rate of basic pay. 

 

COMPENSATORY TIME   

 Must be requested in writing by the employee.  

 Must be approved by supervisor in writing.  

Compensatory time off earned must be used within twenty-six pay periods from the date 
the overtime work is performed.  

 Compensatory time is earned in an amount equivalent to the hours worked. 

NONEXEMPT EMPLOYEES: 

If overtime pay is based on FLSA provisions, overtime must be paid unless the employee 
requests compensatory time off in lieu of overtime pay.   

If compensatory time is not taken within twenty-six pay periods, employee will be paid at 
the overtime rate in effect at the time the work was performed.   
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EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 

Employee may request compensatory time off in lieu of overtime pay.   

Compensatory time must be used within twenty-six pay periods by the employee or the 
compensatory time will be lost and overtime will not be paid. (Unless failure to use the 
compensatory time is due to a work-related exigency beyond the employee’s control.)  If 
an exigency of the service prevents the usage of the compensatory time, overtime may be 
paid. 

If basic pay exceeds the maximum rate of pay for GS-10, management may require an 
exempt employee to be compensated with compensatory time. 

 

SUPERVISORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR: 

 

1.  Ensuring that effective and efficient planning has been performed so that required 
overtime is minimal. 

2. Approving overtime and compensatory time within their level of authority and 
recommending higher level approval when warranted. 

3. Ensuring that special care is taken to see that employees approved for overtime work 
make their maximum contribution during regular working hours. 

4. Ensuring that overtime work is for completion of a specific project or task and not an 
extension of daily work. 

5. Monitoring employee compensatory time balances to ensure employees schedule the time 
as soon as possible after the time is earned. 

6. Submit monthly reports of overtime costs to the Education Program Administrator. 

7. Obtaining approval from the BIE Director or his/her designee prior to approving overtime 
pay in excess of 600 hours in a calendar year. 

 

Overtime questions concerning specific situations should be directed to the Employee & Labor 
Relations Section of the Human Resources office. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 

Question 1: 

May a non-exempt employee be required to request compensatory time for overtime hours 
worked? 

Answer: 

 No.  Both the regulations and the collective bargaining agreement allow overtime work to be 
compensated as compensatory time only at the election of the employee.  Unless such employee 
specifically requests compensatory time, s/he is entitled to payment at the appropriate overtime 
rate. 

Question 2: 

If I find out that a subordinate non-exempt employee worked overtime during the last weekend 
for 8 hours on Sunday without my knowledge, am I obligated to pay him overtime for that work 
since I did not approve him working those hours?  If so, is he entitled to be paid both overtime 
and Sunday premium for the hours worked? May I discipline him for not obtaining approval to 
work overtime? 

Answer: 

Yes, you are obligated to pay him for the hours worked.  While the overtime work should have 
been requested and approved by you using the overtime/comp time request and approval form in 
Appendix A, you are obligated to pay overtime for the hours worked.  For work involving night 
time or Sunday premium pay, the employee is entitled to be paid whichever is greater, either the 
Sunday premium or overtime.  

 If the employee has been advised of the proper procedure for requesting to work overtime and 
has not followed those procedures, he may be subject to disciplinary action, if warranted. 

Question 3: 

What if the facts are the same as in question # 2 above except the employee is exempt? 

Answer: 

5 CFR 550.111(a)(1) requires that for overtime to be paid, the hours of work must be officially 
ordered and approved.  Since the work was performed without appropriate approval, payment is 
not required. 
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Question 4: 

The school’s budget will not support the payment of overtime at this time but I need two non- 
exempt employees to work 16 hours of additional time this week to complete a report, may I 
require them to work the hours and compensate them with compensatory time? 

Answer: 

No.  Despite the budgetary constraints, non-exempt employees are entitled to overtime pay 
unless they request compensatory time.  

Question 5: 

If we negotiate a new collective bargaining agreement with the Union will I be permitted to 
require non-exempt employees in the bargaining unit to take compensatory time instead of 
overtime? 

Answer: 

No.  A collective bargaining agreement cannot waive rights employees have pursuant to the 
FLSA. 

Question 6: 

May an individual who is a full-time non-exempt bus driver volunteer to drive the basketball 
team to away games on the school bus outside his scheduled work hours?  If so, may he be 
compensated with a stipend? 

Answer: 

An individual who is a full-time bus driver provides the service of transporting students. Driving 
a school bus constitutes the same, identical or similar service within the meaning of 29 CFR § 
553.103, regardless of the characterization of the passengers as students or student athletes and 
of whether the transportation is to and from school or school authorized activities. Thus, this 
individual driver would not qualify as a volunteer under the FLSA and payment by a stipend 
would not be appropriate. Overtime or compensatory time would be the appropriate method of 
payment to this employee for any hours worked in excess of 8 hours per day or 40 hours per 
week. 

The FLSA indicates that individuals are volunteers, not employees of a public agency, when they 
meet the following criteria:  

A. Perform hours of service for civic, charitable or humanitarian reasons without 
promise, expectation, or receipt of compensation for the services rendered. The 
statute clarifies that a volunteer performing such service can either receive no 
compensation or be paid expenses, reasonable benefits or a nominal fee to perform 
such services;  
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B. Offer their services freely and without coercion, direct or implied, from the employer;  

C. Are not otherwise employed by the same public agency to perform the same services 
as those for which they propose to volunteer.  In other words, individuals can qualify as 
volunteers if they either volunteer for different agencies or perform different services 
than they are employed to perform. 

Question 7: 

May the hypothetical school bus driver described in question number 6 above volunteer to coach 
the basketball team?  If so, is it permissible for him to be paid by a stipend or must he be paid 
overtime? 

Answer: 

Yes, the bus driver is entitled to overtime pay for part of that time.  The duties of a school bus 
driver are different than those performed by the basketball coach.  The bus driver may be paid in 
the form of a stipend as a coach, provided that the stipend is a nominal fee, is not a substitute for 
compensation and must not be tied to productivity.  In determining whether a fee constitutes “a 
substitute for compensation” or whether it is “tied to productivity,” one must examine the 
economic realities of the particular situation.  A key factor in the context of school coaching or 
advising a club is whether the amount of the fee varies as the particular individual spends more 
or less time engaged in the volunteer activities, or varies depending upon the success or failure 
of a particular team or school activity.  For example, if the fee does not vary based upon the win-
loss record of a team, or the degree of student involvement in a particular club, or other similar 
factors relevant to the quality or quantity of the team, club, or activity, the fee would not 
generally be considered a “substitute for compensation” or “tied to productivity.”  

If the stipend is no more than 20 percent of what the school would otherwise pay to hire a coach 
or advisor for the same services, it would appear to be a permissible “nominal fee.” Such a 
threshold assumes that the coach is freely volunteering his services and the school simply 
provides a lump-sum payment or series of payments without regard to wins or losses or hours 
worked as discussed above. 

Question 8: 

A bus driver normally works from 5:30 am until 8:30 am then returns to work from 1:30 pm to 
4:30 pm.  Yesterday, he worked from 5:30 am until 8:30 am, returned to the school at 1:30 pm 
and then took the basketball team to another school; about two hours driving time from his duty 
station. He returned to the school at 8:00 pm. The last student was picked up by his parent at 
8:15 pm. Is the driver entitled to be paid overtime for the time between 4:30 pm and 8:30 pm? 

Answer:  
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Yes, for part of that time.  He can receive overtime for hours exceeding eight hours in a work 
day or forty hours during a work week. The time between 1:30 pm and 6:30 pm would equal 
eight hours when combined with the time worked earlier in the day. He would be entitled to be 
paid overtime for those hours between 6:30 pm and 8:15 pm.  If a meal break was taken with the 
team after they had played the game and he was given that same break, it could be subtracted 
from those hours.  For the time spent between 8:15 pm and 8:30 pm, the driver would be entitled 
to be paid overtime for that time if it was spent in required postliminary activities, such as 
fueling the school bus, performing a safety inspection, or other activities required by the 
employer and associated with the principal duties of operating a school bus. If the driver was not 
engaged in postliminary activities required by the employer, that time would not be 
compensable.  

Question 9: 

Given that same scenario noted in question 8 above, can I place the driver off duty while he is 
waiting for the students to finish their game and avoid the overtime liability? 

Answer:   

It depends upon the totality of the circumstances. If for work related reasons, the employee is 
restricted by official order to a specific location for the benefit of the employer and is required to 
remain in a state of readiness; such time is generally considered hours of work. The Supreme 
Court dealt with this type of fact pattern seventy years ago and attempted to distinguish between 
employees who are waiting to be engaged from those who are engaged to be waiting. In other 
words, an employee can be hired and have no work assigned to him. The fact that the employer 
has not assigned work to that employee but has required him to remain at a specific location does 
not change his entitlement to be paid for those hours at the appropriate rate of pay.   

Question 10: 

A non-exempt custodian has a schedule of 6:00 am – 2:30 pm, Monday through Friday.  He is 
required to work eight hours on a Saturday in a week during which a holiday also occurs.  The 
custodian is not scheduled to work on the holiday.  Are the hours worked on the Saturday 
considered overtime hours? 

Answer:  

Yes.  Hours in a non-work paid status such as paid leave and holidays are considered hours of 
work.  

 



Appendix A Authorization To Work Overtime Or Compensatory Time 
 

AUTHORIZATION TO WORK OVERTIME OR COMPENSATORY TIME 

Overtime  Pay Period  
 

Compensatory time  Requesting 
Office 

 

 

Travel Comp time 
 

   

Religious Comp time 
 

 Employee name  

  
Day & Date Work 
Performed 

Total hours 
requested or 
authorized 

Overtime start 
time 

Overtime end 
time 

Employee signature 
Certifies hours worked  

Sunday 
Date: 
 

  
 

  

Monday 
Date: 
 

    

Tuesday 
Date: 
 

    

Wednesday 
Date: 
 

    

Thursday 
Date: 
 

    

Friday 
Date: 
 

    

Saturday 
Date: 
 

    

 
Justification 
 
 

 
 

 
Accomplishments 
 
 

 
 

 
Accounting code  
 
Work Requested by 
 

 
Date 

 

Approved by 
 
 

 
 

Date 

 

 
Warning: The furnishing of false information on this form may result in discipline, including discharge and/ or a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for 
not more than 5 years, or both. (18 USC §1001) 
 
Privacy Act Statement: The information collected on this form will be used to administer pay and leave provisions pursuant to 5 USC §§5541, 5542, 5543, 5550a, 29 
USC§ 201, et.seq, the 62 BIAM 11 and collective bargaining agreements, as applicable. Your information may be disclosed as follows: in relevant legal proceedings, 
to law enforcement, if requested; to entities under contract with the Department or Bureau to perform audits; to labor organizations as required by law; and to the 
EEOC, MSPB, Office of Special Counsel or Government Accounting Office. 
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AUTHORIZATION TO WORK OVERTIME OR COMPENSATORY TIME 


Overtime       Pay Period  


Compensatory time  
 


Requesting 
Office 


 


 


Travel Comp time 
 


 


Religious Comp time 
 


 Employee 
name 


 


 
Day & Date Work 
Performed 


Total hours 
requested or 
authorized 


Overtime 
start time 


Overtime end 
time 


Employee signature 
Certifies hours worked  


Sunday 
Date: 
 


  
 


  


Monday 
Date: 
 


    


Tuesday 
Date: 
 


    


Wednesday 
Date: 
 


    


Thursday 
Date: 
 


    


Friday 
Date: 
 


    


Saturday 
Date: 
 


    


 
Justification 
 
 


 
 


 
Accomplishments 
 
 


 
 


 
Accounting code  
 
Work Requested by 
 


 
Date 


 


Approved by 
 
 


 
 


Date 


 


 
Warning: The furnishing of false information on this form may result in discipline, including discharge and/or a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for 
not more than 5 years, or both. (18 USC §1001) 
 
Privacy Act Statement: The information collected on this form will be used to administer pay and leave provisions pursuant to 5 USC §§5541, 5542, 5543, 5550a, 29 
USC§ 201, et.seq, the 62 BIAM 11 and collective bargaining agreements, as applicable. Your information may be disclosed as follows: in relevant legal proceedings, 
to law enforcement, if requested; to entities under contract with the Department or Bureau to perform audits; to labor organizations as required by law; and to the 
EEOC, MSPB, Office of Special Counsel or Government Accounting Office. 


Authorization to Work Overtime or Compensatory Time





		Authorization to Work Overtime or Compensatory Time



		Pay Period: 

		Employee name: 

		Overtime start timeSunday Date: 

		Overtime end timeSunday Date: 

		Accounting code: 

		Date: 

		Date_2: 

		Requesting Office name & address: 

		Sunday date: 

		Monday date: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Monday: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Sunday: 

		Overtime start time Monday: 

		Overtime end time Monday: 

		Tuesday date: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Tuesday: 

		Overtime start time Tuesday: 

		Overtime end time Tuesday: 

		Wednesday date: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Wednesday: 

		Overtime start time Wednesday: 

		Overtime end time Wednesday: 

		Thursday date: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Thursday: 

		Overtime start time Thursday: 

		Overtime end time Thursday: 

		Friday date: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Friday: 

		Overtime start time Friday: 

		Overtime end time Friday: 

		Saturday date: 

		Total hours requested or authorized Saturday: 

		Overtime start time Saturday: 

		Overtime end time Saturday: 

		Justification for overtime worked: 

		Work accomplished on overtime: 

		Overtime: Off

		Compensatory time: Off

		Compensatory time for travel: Off

		Compensatory time for religious reasons: Off






Employee & Labor Relations Staff Assignments 

Glenn Himebaugh, Manager Employee & Labor Relations Phone (505) 563-5323 Fax (505)563-5329 email; Glenn.Himebaugh@BIE.EDU

		

		Glenn Himebaugh

		505.563.5323

		    Alexandria Lee

		505.563.5079

		       Bennett  Tuchawena

		505.563.5309



		

		

		

		D31N01

		New Mexico Navajo South

		505.786.6150

		D35N01

		Arizona Navajo Central

		928.674.5131



		

		Jodi Tomhave

		505.563.5327

		D31N02

		Baca/Dlo’ay Azhi Comm. School

		505.972.2769

		D35N04

		Cottonwood Day School

		928.725.3256



		D00B01

		Oklahoma/Kansas

		405.605.6051

		D31N04

		Bread Springs School 

		505.778.5665

		D35N06

		Jeehdeez’a Elementary School

		928.725.3308



		D01B02

		Riverside Indian School

		405.247.6670

		D31N05

		Chi-Chil-Tah School

		505.778.5574

		D35N21

		Many Farms High School

		928.781.6226



		

		

		 

		D31N11

		T’ohaali’ Comm. School

		505.789.3201

		

		

		



		D06A01

		Pine Ridge 

		605.867.1306

		D31N20    Ft. Wingate Elem. School              505.488.6301

		D50S01

		South & Eastern States

		



		D06A16

		Pine Ridge Elementary School

		605.867.5193

		D31N21    Ft. Wingate High School               

		505.488.6400

		

		

		



		D06A16

		Pine Ridge High School

		605.867.5198

		 

		 

		 

		

		Maggie Coffey-Pilcher

		505.563.5328



		

		

		

		

		

		

		D36N01

		Arizona Navajo South

		928.871.5936



		D33N01

		Arizona Navajo North

		928.283.2218

		D25M01

		New Mexico North

		

		D36N05

		Crystal Boarding School

		505.777.2385



		D33N04

		Dennehotso Boarding School

		928. 658.3201

		D25M13

		San Ildefonso Day School

		505.455.2366

		D36N18

		Pine Springs Day School

		928.871.4311



		D33N13

		Tonalea Day School

		928.283.6325

		D25M19

		Taos Day School

		505.758.3652

		D36N19

		Seba Dalkai Boarding School

		928.657.3208



		D33N15

		Rocky Ridge Boarding School

		928.725.3650

		

		

		

		

		

		



		D33N19

		Tuba City Boarding School

		928.283.2330

		D20M01

		New Mexico South

		505.563.3692

		D50C01

		MT/ID/WY

		406.247.7953



		

		

		

		D20M05

		Jemez Day School

		575.834.7304

		D51C03

		Blackfeet Dormitory

		406.338.7441



		

		Amy Haury  

		505.563.5302

		D20 M12

		San Felipe Elementary School

		505.867.3364

		

		

		



		D54H01

		Arizona South

		602.265.1592

		D20M22

		Zia Elem & Mid School

		505.867.3553

		D11A01

		Turtle Mountain

		701.477.3463



		D52H12

		John F. Kennedy School

		928.338.4593

		

		

		

		D11A02

		Dunseith Day School

		701.263.4636



		D54H11

		Santa Rosa Ranch School

		520.383.2359

		D14A01

		Crow Creek/Lower Brule

		605.245.2398

		D11A08

		Ojibwa Indian School

		701.477.3108



		D54H21

		Santa Rosa Boarding School

		520.361.2276

		D70F02

		Flandreau Indian School

		605.997.3773

		D11A09

		Turtle Mountain Elem. School

		701.477.6471



		D54H22

		San Simon School

		520 362.2231

		

		

		

		D11A10

		Turtle Mountain Mid. School

		701.477.6471



		D54H25

		Tohono O’odham High School

		520 362.2400

		

		Bennett  Tuchawena

		505.563.5309

		

		

		



		

		

		

		D03L01

		Haskell

		785.749.8404

		D10A01

		Standing Rock

		701.854.3497



		D34N01

		New Mexico Central

		505.786.6150

		D01L01

		SIPI 

		505 346.2247

		

		

		



		D34N10

		Lake Valley Navajo School

		505.786.5392

		D32N01

		New Mexico Navajo North

		505.368.3400

		D50J01

		California/Nevada

		916.978.6057



		D34N12

		Mariano Lake Comm. School

		505.786.5265

		D32N02

		Aneth Community School

		435.651.3271

		D60J02

		Sherman Indian High School

		951.276.6326



		D34N13

		Ojo Encino Day School

		505.731.2333

		D31N04

		Beclaibeto Day School

		928.656.3555

		

		

		



		D34N15

		Pueblo Pintado Comm. School

		505.655.3341

		D32N05

		Cove Day School

		928.653.4457

		D01A01

		Cheyenne River

		605.964.8722



		D34N16

		Tse’ii’ahi Comm. School (SR)

		505.786.5389

		D32N06

		Nenahnezad Comm. School

		505.960.6922

		D01A12

		Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School

		605.964.8777



		D34N01

		Crownpoint Facilities Crew

		505.786.6168

		D32N07

		Red Rock Day School

		928.653.4456

		

		

		



		D34N23

		Crownpoint Comm. School

		505.786.6159

		D32N09

		Sanostee Day School

		505.723.2476

		

		

		



		D34N03

		Borrego Pass

		505.786.5237

		D32N10

		Tiis’ Naz Bas Comm. School

		928.656.3252

		

		Kathy Fuchs

		406.247.7258



		D34N90

		SPED CAU

		505.786.6138

		

		

		

		

		Office of Special Trustee

		



		

		

		

		D33N01

		Arizona Navajo North

		928.283.2218

		

		Title 5 employees not

		



		D07A01

		Rosebud

		605.856.4478

		D33N07

		Kaibeto Boarding School

		928.673.3418

		

		Assigned elsewhere

		



		

		Central Office & DPA

		

		D33N08

		Kayenta Community School

		928.697.3439

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		D00P01

		Washington/Oregon

		505.872.2743

		D65H01

		Arizona North

		602.265.1592

		

		

		



		D02P02

		Chemawa Indian School

		503.399.5721

		D65H11

		Polacca Day School

		928.737.2581

		

		

		



		

		

		

		D65H23

		Havasupai Day School

		928.448.2901

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Effective February 10, 2020

February 10, 2020




United States Department of the Interior


BUREAU OF INDIAN EDUCATION

Human Resources

1011 Indian School Rd. suite 150
Albuquerque, NM 87104

IN REPLY REFER TO:


(505) 563-5300

(505) 563-5306 (fax)


SUBJECT:     Instructions for use of the Authorization to work overtime or compensatory time form.

The attached form is to be used to request and authorize overtime work. The document is a fillable form in Adobe Acrobat.  All of the fields can be completed within that software application.  The form can be signed via digital signature.  To digitally sign the document, the user must create a digital signature in the Adobe Acrobat software application.  If an individual is not comfortable digitally signing the document or cannot use the application for that purpose, it can be printed and used as a hard copy document, too.  The form is designed to cover overtime work for an entire week of a pay period.

Some of the fields have specific formats for the entries.  The overtime and compensatory time boxes are simply check boxes.  Clicking the mouse while in that field will check or uncheck the applicable box.


The pay period field is a text field.  The year and pay period should be entered as follows: 2015-19.  That would indicate that the work is being performed in pay period 19 of 2015.  This field is a required field and must be completed.

The requesting office field is a required field that has three lines available to enter text.  Information can be entered in standard address format or other forms which may be established at local work sites, line offices or regions. 

The employee name is a required field, too.


The date that overtime is worked must be completed for each day such work was performed. The format for the date is as follows 2 digits for the month, 2 digits for the day and the last 2 digits of the calendar year. These are separated by a period; thus, August 31, 2015 would be denoted as 8.31.15.  


Entries in the hour column must be numeric, otherwise it is self-explanatory.


The overtime start and end times designate the beginning and ending of the period of time in which the overtime work is performed.  These columns are used regardless of whether the time will be compensated through overtime or compensatory time.  It simply identifies when the overtime work begins and ends.  The time is entered numerically using standard 12 hour clock references.  Thus, 1:00 in the afternoon must be designated as 1:00 pm.

The employee signature block can be signed either digitally or by hand.  It must be signed for each day in which overtime is worked.  To sign the document digitally you must create a digital signature, if you do not already have one.  It is imperative that you ensure you can identify the PIN or password for subsequent use; it cannot be reset by anybody in the BIE.  When digitally signing the document you may be prompted to rename the file so you can save the changes.

The justification and accomplishment blocks are also required fields.  They each have space for two lines of information.  The fields will actually permit more than 2 lines but only 2 can be displayed.  The justification field indicates the reason the overtime is needed.  The accomplishments field records what was accomplished during that time.


The accounting code block is a required field and is self-explanatory.


The “work requested by” field indicates who requested the work to be performed.  The name and title of that person can be entered in that field, it is a required field.  The date in that line should correspond with the date the request is made.  If a supervisor is telling an employee that s/he must work overtime for 2 hours on September 1, 2015, the supervisor would be the requestor and would record his name and title in the work requested by field.  The date of the request would be 09.01.15; these are both required fields.  If the employee is requesting to work overtime, s/he would be the requestor.

The “approved by” field can be signed digitally or by hand. The approver can be the immediate supervisor, the principal, the line officer or whoever is designated for that purpose at the local worksite. This is a required field.  The date on which the approver signs the document is also a required field.


Once the document is completed, it should be submitted to the timekeeper to support any overtime that was worked.


Attached, you will find a completed sample with each of the fields completed.
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Appendix A Authorization To Work Overtime Or Compensatory Time 
 


AUTHORIZATION TO WORK OVERTIME OR COMPENSATORY TIME 


Overtime  Pay Period  
 


Compensatory time  Requesting 
Office 


 


 


Travel Comp time 
 


   


Religious Comp time 
 


 Employee name  


  
Day & Date Work 
Performed 


Total hours 
requested or 
authorized 


Overtime start 
time 


Overtime end 
time 


Employee signature 
Certifies hours worked  


Sunday 
Date: 
 


  
 


  


Monday 
Date: 
 


    


Tuesday 
Date: 
 


    


Wednesday 
Date: 
 


    


Thursday 
Date: 
 


    


Friday 
Date: 
 


    


Saturday 
Date: 
 


    


 
Justification 
 
 


 
 


 
Accomplishments 
 
 


 
 


 
Accounting code  
 
Work Requested by 
 


 
Date 


 


Approved by 
 
 


 
 


Date 


 


 
Warning: The furnishing of false information on this form may result in discipline, including discharge and/ or a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for 
not more than 5 years, or both. (18 USC §1001) 
 
Privacy Act Statement: The information collected on this form will be used to administer pay and leave provisions pursuant to 5 USC §§5541, 5542, 5543, 5550a, 29 
USC§ 201, et.seq, the 62 BIAM 11 and collective bargaining agreements, as applicable. Your information may be disclosed as follows: in relevant legal proceedings, 
to law enforcement, if requested; to entities under contract with the Department or Bureau to perform audits; to labor organizations as required by law; and to the 
EEOC, MSPB, Office of Special Counsel or Government Accounting Office. 
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		day: 
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